
Every child. Every school.
Same opportunities.

In summary
Incremental coaching is a form of teacher 
development based on an approach to observation 
and follow-up conversations advocated in
Leverage Leadership by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo.
We commissioned research that suggests it is a 
practical way for middle and senior leaders to 
improve the effectiveness of teachers.  

Combining short observations and these action-based 
conversations, incremental coaching takes a ‘one step
at a time’ approach to developing teachers. 
Importantly, it fits in with existing timetables and 
remains separate from performance management.

This report summary will be particularly useful for 
senior leaders and middle leaders, offering practical 
pointers and a snapshot of the theory behind 
incremental coaching.

Incremental coaching
 How can it help your teachers develop?



Introduction
A crucial challenge for all schools is improving the effectiveness of their teachers. 
Incremental coaching is a direct and practical tool for teachers’ professional 
development. This report summary asks:

	 ● What is incremental coaching?
	 ● What difference does it make to individual teachers and the school
  as a whole?
	 ● What makes it work?

The report includes a qualitative evaluation of six schools putting incremental 
coaching into practice. There were four primary and two secondary schools 
involved, in three different academy trusts. They range from schools that are 
demonstrably improving to those rated Outstanding by Ofsted. The researchers 
interviewed leaders, coaches and coachees. They examined surveys taken within 
the schools and wider research on the subject.

What is incremental coaching?
Incremental coaching is a regular, frequent and ongoing cycle of short observations 
and action-based follow-up conversations to help teachers develop specific 
aspects of practice. One-to-one coaching is tailored to each teacher’s needs. 
Example topics include timing lessons better, ending lessons calmly and techniques 
to engage all pupils in class discussions.
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Practise
action-step
over the
week

Lesson
observation

Follow-up conversation
●	 Review previous action-step
●	 Praise and probe performance
●	 Identify next action-step
●	 Model and practise
●	 Plan ahead

The incremental coaching cycle of improvement



Incremental coaching differs from coaching. Coaching as practised by Ambition 
School Leadership focuses on a wide range of personal and professional 
development issues, whereas incremental coaching focuses specifically on
teaching practice.

The incremental coaching dialogue typically includes review, praise, feedback, 
reflection, modelling, planning and goal-setting. The essential characteristics are:
	 ● The process focuses on one action-step at a time
	 ● Each step is followed up until the coachee has demonstrably embedded it
  into their practice
	 ● The interval between observation and follow-up is minimal
	 ● Observations and follow-up conversations are planned into the organisation
  of the school
	 ● Incremental coaching is disciplined, with common elements and training
  for coaches
	 ● Coaches are lead practitioners in the same school
	 ● Incremental coaching is developmental and not part of performance
  management
	 ● Coachees have ownership of the outcomes of incremental coaching

Why consider incremental coaching?
Raising standards depends on the quality of teachers. Pupils can make three times 
more progress with the most effective teachers than with the least effective. 

Incremental coaching can make teaching more effective, more satisfying and more 
successful. Across a school, it can raise teaching quality and consistency. 

The incremental approach involves absorbing and applying new knowledge, 
enriched by reflection and modelling. Frequent follow-up conversations lead to 
rapid development. Each action-step seeks small improvements, and these build 
quickly into significant changes.

How do you implement incremental coaching?
Getting started

The drive to introduce incremental coaching usually comes from the top. All the 
headteachers, principals and executive principals interviewed were convinced that 
incremental coaching was key to teachers becoming the best they could be. They 
had read ‘Leverage Leadership’, had seen incremental coaching in operation, and 
had already used various types of coaching.
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We are finding it is going well, having introduced it only three
months ago with the NQTs. We discussed and researched it within
the senior leadership team […] we talked to colleagues at another 
school which had been doing it for longer. Then we introduced it
at a sta� meeting, with some NQTs acting as advocates. It has
gone down very well.”
Primary school teacher

“
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Introducing incremental coaching
All schools had strategies for introducing incremental coaching. These included:

	 ● Instant implementation. This was possible in a one-form entry primary
  school. The principal explained the approach to staff. Coaching started the
  following week and has been well received
	 ● Start with NQTs. Coaching can be established as support for NQTs, and later
  spread to other teachers
	 ● Pilot first. This can involve volunteers, a cross-section of staff selected
  because of need or likely responsiveness, or a specific group (such as
  departmental representatives). ‘Ambassadors’ from the pilot prepare the
  ground for implementation across school
	 ● Non-negotiable. New schools can instil incremental coaching into the culture
  from the beginning

While it was important to explain the benefits to prospective coachees, it was just as 
crucial to reassure them that incremental coaching is developmental, and not an 
aspect of performance management. Observation was, in some cases, seen as 
monitoring, especially if the coaches were are also line managers. Introduction was 
most successful where staff saw incremental coaching as for their benefit, not as an 
additional accountability measure.

What resources are needed?

Incremental coaching requires investment. Different schools had different 
approaches, for example: 

	 ● Giving coaches and coachees timetabled time
	 ● Building incremental coaching into the responsibilities for middle and
  senior leaders
	 ● Using resources from innovative staffing and initial teacher training
  arrangements

Full-time coaches

The more successful arrangements had a relatively small number of coaches. For 
each, coaching was a significant, sometimes full-time, responsibility. This gave 
coaches greater flexibility in deciding which lessons to observe. Coachees were less 
satisfied when coaches were only free to observe lessons if there was a gap in their 
own teaching. 

The additional resources required were considered worthwhile as all principals 
considered coaching indispensable. At least one school saw its investment as 
central to a substantial improvement in the overall quality of teaching.
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Initially we piloted incremental coaching and found it worked and 
had an immediate impact. I talked to sta� about the need to improve 
our e�ectiveness […] people thought it was great. It was completely 
removed from performance management. I laid my cards on the 
table […] it is now established as part of the culture.”
Secondary school principal

“
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Who are the coaches?
The evaluation saw a range of different leaders take on coaching roles. In three of 
the primary schools, a senior leader took on the major coaching role. This was 
usually an assistant or vice principal responsible for teaching and learning. These 
coaching leaders had no responsibility for a class. In the small school, the 
headteacher and early years leader acted as coaches.  

In the secondary schools, the principals continued to champion incremental 
coaching, but appointed a senior leader to introduce it. The coaching leader was a 
vice principal with responsibility for teaching and learning. 

Half the secondary coachees had senior leaders as their coaches. Coachees 
generally preferred it when their coach was not their line manager, given the more 
direct responsibility for performance. This is harder in smaller schools, but it is not 
impossible to separate the functions.

Planning for incremental coaching

The main organisational challenge is finding time for coaches to observe and
for follow-up conversations. For a large minority (41%), these sessions went 
unscheduled.

While there were a range of approaches to choosing who coaches should be and 
when sessions should take place, each school had a set of ‘non-negotiables’ for 
teaching and a hierarchy of what coaches should focus on.

Training coaches

Approaches to training of coaches for incremental coaching varied. Many middle
or senior leaders already had some general training in other forms of coaching. 
One principal noted: “Coaching in this way is a skill, and it is going to have to be 
trained and developed because different people are doing it in different ways.”
A coaching leader at another school echoed this, citing training in coaching 
conversations. His group of schools has commissioned a specialist trainer. One 
school made a start using internal facilitation but was planning expert training for 
all its large coaching team. 
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Roles of secondary school coaches as identified by coachees

34% Assistant principal/SLT member

22% Facility, department or subject leader

19% Lead practitioner

8% Vice principal

8% Principal or headteacher

7% External coach

2% Other



How was incremental coaching received?
Most coachees were very positive about their experience in interviews and surveys:

  The conversations I’ve had are useful and productive. I place a
  high priority on these as they are constructive way of moving my
  practice on. This old dog can learn new tricks.”
  Secondary school middle leader

  I now have a bank of action-steps that are easy to implement
  alongside one another to ensure I am successful in a range of aspects
  in my lessons. These steps are also tailored to me and my class.”
  Primary school teacher

The strength of the coaching relationship is crucial. Pairs were matched by best fit 
with both coachees and their needs and with operational requirements. Most 
coachees did not want to change their coach. But schools should be ready to 
change incremental coaching pairs on the rare occasions where the relationship is 
not working.

Coachees responded well to coaches they could trust, respect and learn from.

  It has been very useful for me to begin a new career with a thoughtful
  and helpful coach who understands the daily demands on a teacher, is
  not judgemental and o�ers advice in the spirit of collaboration to make
  the school better.”
  Primary school NQT

The research also identified some tensions:

	 ● Incremental coaching linked – or perceived to be linked – to performance
  management is unpopular to the point of being stressful and
  counterproductive
	 ● Organisational faults: the most pernicious were observation and coaching
  events that did not happen, were given low priority or eroded teachers’
  personal time

Some coaches wanted more training and felt staff would benefit from 
understanding how coaches are chosen. Some felt senior leaders should only be 
coaches if well equipped for the role. 
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“I welcome the use of incremental coaching by my school”
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The coachees did recommend some improvements. These included:
	 ● More training for coaches
	 ● Ensuring that follow-up conversations happen as soon as possible, while ideas
  are still fresh
	 ● Keeping to time earmarked for incremental coaching and joint planning
	 ● Peer observation of the coach by the coachee
	 ● In secondary schools, coaches having some knowledge of the coachee’s subject

What are the benefits?
Benefits to practice

Most coachees (82%) strongly agreed their practice had benefitted, whether as 
teachers or leaders:

  I have really enjoyed my incremental coaching experience.
  There have been no surprises, we have agreed areas to develop,
  I have had time to implement ideas and they have been reviewed.
  The process has been very helpful […] and made me really reflect
  on my practice.”
  Secondary school middle leader

Schools can readily give examples of how incremental coaching has helped transform 
teachers’ practice within months. Asked if they would value career-long incremental 
coaching, most agreed. They would also recommend it to others. Almost 80% said 
that incremental coaching remains beneficial, even for expert teachers.

Benefits to schools

Incremental coaching was seen as a practical way to promote consistent 
application of school principles. The survey showed 75% strongly agreed that 
incremental coaching helped school improvement. 
Incremental coaching can also help recruitment. One school said coaching 
attracted ‘a particular type of staff’: teachers who want to be coached and know 
they will be coached every week.
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“There are benefits to the whole school in terms of improvement”
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Benefits to students

This study did not assess the direct impact on students. However, 71% of respondents 
strongly believed that incremental coaching helped pupils’ progress:

  The focus is always on the children – in other words ‘how can we
  help that child?’ - and not on the current ‘skill-level’ of you as a teacher.”
  Primary school middle leader

What makes incremental coaching work?
The evaluation provides pointers for what helps schools introduce and embed 
incremental coaching. These include:

	 ● Strong instructional leadership. The schools benefitted from basing teaching
  on clear, research-informed instructional principles. These took different
  forms but were non-negotiable elements of coaching

	 ● A professional development strategy. Incremental coaching fitted well within
  an overall approach to embedding new practice, driving joint development
  and maximising consistency across teaching

	 ● Effective communication. The school must be open about what it is
  doing and why. It should be clear about challenges, opportunities and
  potential benefits

	 ● Operational investment. Observation and follow-up require investment in
  time and training. They must be costed, planned and timetabled

	 ● Coaching champions. The best practitioners have credibility among staff.
  School leaders should be at the forefront of coaching – and being coached
  themselves

	 ● Carefully selected and well-trained coaches. Coaches hold the key to
  success or failure. The school must invest in developing coaching skills

	 ● Carefully matched incremental coaching pairs. Confidentiality, trust and a
  non-judgemental approach must be basic principles. Coaches and coachees
  must come together as equals. One of the biggest tensions is when the coach
  is also the coachee’s line manager

	 ● A preferred incremental coaching model. The sample schools used an
  approach based on Paul Bambrick-Santoyo’s model

	 ● The school itself. The biggest factor is undoubtedly the shared ambition
  and professional ethos of the school
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The future of incremental coaching
The incremental coaching seen in the case study schools is based on direct 
observation of teaching. Its focus on repeated observation and follow-up of
action-steps has seen incremental coaching become a fixture in their timetables.

Asked if they saw incremental coaching continuing, school leaders were 
unanimously positive.

  Do I see action coaching continuing in perpetuity? The simple
  answer is ‘yes’ – finances aside. It’s embedded; it’s what we do
  as a school.”
  Secondary school principal

  Access to incremental coaching should be part of the job. If you
  look at any world class athlete, they don’t win the medal without
  the support of ongoing coaching.”
  Primary school principal

As incremental coaching becomes a part of standard practice, there may be scope 
and justification for tailoring the incremental coaching to individual needs and roles.

If a school is invested in teacher development, and willing to put aside the time for it, 
then incremental coaching can be a practical tool for improving the effectiveness of 
teaching for years to come.
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About the research
This research was commissioned by Ambition School Leadership and carried out by 
Peter Matthews. This summary has been prepared by Sharon Telfer.

The evaluated schools are in London, Bristol and Torquay. Three are Oasis 
academies, two are Ark schools and one is a secondary academy. They were at 
different stages in implementing incremental coaching. Some had introduced it
only a few weeks or months earlier; others had embedded the process for a year
or more. 
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Find out more
This is a summary report based on Incremental coaching in schools by
Peter Matthews.

The full report discusses the theory and findings in more detail. Find it at 
ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk/incrementalcoaching
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About Ambition School Leadership
We are building a network of exceptional leaders at all levels in the schools that 
need them the most. We provide world-class leadership development and technical 
training to educators across England.

We offer a range of leadership programmes from a first leadership role through to 
academy trust CEOs. Our programmes make a real and sustainable impact, 
strengthening leadership teams and supporting school improvement plans.

We narrow the gap in pupil progress, raise attainment and accelerate the progress 
of low-attaining pupils.

Aspiring Leadership Programme
For groups of teachers preparing for their first
leadership roles.

Teaching Leaders
Our selective programme for high-potential middle
leaders looking to increase their impact, with tailored
primary and secondary pathways.

Middle Leadership Programme 
Tailored leadership development for a school’s whole
middle leadership team.

Senior Leadership Programme 
For senior leaders ready for whole-school responsibility.

Future Leaders
Our selective programme for high-potential senior
leaders who have the talent and commitment to
become headteachers.

Headship Programme 
For senior leaders preparing to reach headship in
12-18 months or headteachers looking for
further development.

Executive Educators
Our flagship system leadership training, with tailored
programmes for aspiring or serving executive
headteachers and CEOs of multi-academy trusts.

Bespoke Partnerships
We work with our partners to understand their
system-wide leadership needs and create strategic
and sustainable solutions.
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We develop leaders at all levels.
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Incremental coaching is a form of teacher development.
Our research suggests it is a practical way for middle and 
senior leaders to improve the effectiveness of teachers.

Every child has ambition, but not every child gets a chance 
to fulfil it. We are building a network of exceptional school 
leaders at all levels to transform the lives of the children 
who need it most.

Ambition School Leadership Trust is a registered charity (1146924).

Talk to a member of our team who
will help you to identify the right
development for your leaders:
info@ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk
Find out more:
ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk/incrementalcoaching




